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COVID-19 RESPONSE UPDATE
This week we have…
• Developed the first cut list of institution, State and Territory, and Federal Government support available for
international students to be published on the Study Australia website
• Established a weekly meeting with the Council of international Students Australia (CISA) executive and state leaders
to share information directly to support them in their role in peer to peer advice and to ensure international students
are informed of support available to them
• Recorded an “International Student Asks” webinar with a panel of international students answering their questions
on support and other issues to be featured on social media and the Study Australia website
• Launched #InThisTogether content and video with Latin American education team
• Continued to provide market intelligence to the sector through our Weekly COVID-19 Regional Market Updates
available outside the MIP paywall
• Continued to aggregate information through the Agent and Provider Resource on the Study Australia Hub Resource
that has been picked up widely across the sector.
Media Monitoring
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COVID-19 RESPONSE UPDATE
Looking ahead we will…
• Deliver the pilot Study With Australia with FutureLearn.com to promote online Australian higher education and to
trial new marketing tactics with global learners, to run from 20 April – 30 June
• Deliver a key webinar on the Export Market Development Grant (EMDG) and the new announced COVID Export
Credit Facility to assist providers, in partnership with EduGrowth
• Continue to engage in consultations with the Austrade offshore network to identify partners for Study Australia
virtual international student recruitment events
• Deliver a best practice virtual recruitment webinar jointly with IEAA and launch a virtual recruitment referral list,
guide and assets
• Work with PIE News on a global dialogue on communicating during COVID-19 (planned week of 20 April)
• Finalise new content partnerships with Sonder, Insider Guides and other key influencers and focus social media
content on housing concerns.
Media Monitoring
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DIGITAL AND SOCIAL REPORT
Insights for
W/C 6 April

Social Media

DFAT tiles

Platform

DFAT tiles are performing well on
social platforms of education
partners. One tile posted by
Study NSW reached nearly
290,000 people.

Website

Reach

Engagement

No. of posts

Study Australia website

Page visits

8,200 (-67.2%)

209 (-90.1%)
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All of site

95,324 (-5.6%)

Homepage

17,434 (-8.6%)

7,128,250
(-2.5%)

9,963 (+166.6%)

Novel coronavirus – section
232 (-20%)
3 (+100%)

2
17

1,108 (-19.3%)

21 (+16.6%)

2

-57.9%

18,322 (+8.4%)

Novel coronavirus – section - education

333 (-45.6%)

Novel coronavirus – section - visas

110 (+80.3%)

Education
email enquiries

-49.7%
(205  103)

5,278 (-50.9%)

Browse topics
While ‘Education’ continues to be
the most clicked browse topic,
‘Visas’ was the only topic to
experience increased traffic over
the past week.

4,370 (-13.8%)
8,772 (+16.2%)

Hotline number
enquiries

(107  45)

48

Weibo
Announcements by Australian
universities regarding tuition
rebates and financial support to
international students is driving
positive sentiment, however there
has been some negativity to the
case-by-case approach.

Hotline
Support

Total
•
•
•

7,155,978

21 (-65.1%)

10,449

Novel coronavirus – section - health

18 (-35.7%)

Novel coronavirus – news

N/A

Novel coronavirus – resource hub

1,345 (-1.1%)

Total

5

77

Instagram is used as a promotion platform only
Percentage change figures shown are based on average from week prior
Weibo figure represents Australian Embassy, DESE, and Austrade SIA Weibo
channels

-52.5%
(312  148)

Novel coronavirus – resource hub
downloads

1,128
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CONTENT SNAPSHOT

Top performing
Instagram post

Top performing
post on Weibo

Website sessions
Top performing
Facebook post

Top performing
tweet

Most clicked
‘Browse Topic’
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AT-POST SENTIMENT – CHINA

TRENDING TOPICS W/C 6 APR

NEWS UPDATE
•

The Chinese Ministry of Education
(MoE) will soon launch an English
language higher education online
education platform to support
universities around the world

•

China has launched a large-scale
online vocational training program
free of charge, as part of its efforts
to improve workers' professional
skills and facilitate poverty
alleviation

•

The Chinese mainland has decided
to suspend allowing graduates at
schools of all levels to further their
study in Taiwan in 2020

#Australia stops Chinese students from entering the country#
•

In the past week, this topic had:
• 36,000 views
• 0 discussions
• 4 original posts
• The peak discussions this week occurred on 8 April

#Curving back to Australia#
•

In the past week, this topic had:
• 23,000 views
• 11 discussions
• 1 original post
• The peak views occurred on 12 April

Note: Data pulled from DESE reports

Study Australia Digital and Social Report
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GOOD NEWS BANK

Study Australia Digital and Social Report
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#InThisTogether
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#INTHISTOGETHER GRASSROOTS INITIATIVE
Summary

The #InThisTogether grassroots initiative was designed to unite and encourage all
Australian institutions and education partners to share messages of support, empathy and
friendship for all those impacted by COVID-19. This is an initiative which can unite the
Australian international education community during this difficult time through into

recovery and beyond.
Performance breakdown
In the week commencing 6 April, there have been a total of 52 social posts using
#InThisTogether. Full breakdown below:
• Eight on Facebook
• 16 on Twitter
• Nine on Instagram
• 19 on LinkedIn

Presentation Title
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#INTHISTOGETHER# #同舟共济# ON WEIBO

Summary:
•

As of 14 April, the total readership of the campaign was 1,566,000

•

As of 14 April, the total campaign discussions was 1,278

Presentation Title
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MEDIA MONITORING
In the news this week:
•

The Age reported Victorian schools are expected to reopen in term two with skeleton staff to accommodate children of essential
workers and vulnerable pupils, while the majority of students continue their studies remotely

•

The Daily Telegraph reported coronavirus disruptions to education would mean an extra year of school for every Australian
student under a worst-case scenario the federal government is desperately trying to avoid

•

SBS News reported the federal government has been accused of neglecting international students in its new higher education
relief package. The National Territory Education Union said not including more measures to help international students was
"shameful“

•

The Guardian reported some universities are already expecting to lose more than £100m as foreign students cancel their studies,
with warnings that the impact of coronavirus will be “like a tsunami hitting the sector”

•

SBS News reported there are an estimated 565,000 international students in Australia, and prior to the coronavirus outbreak,
many were employed across the country's hospitality and retail sectors. But after losing their jobs, and with no entitlement to

government support, international students "are now one of the most vulnerable groups in our society"

Media Monitoring
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MEDIA MONITORING
In the news this week:

•

The Australian reported Deakin University will spend up to $25 million in the next six months in emergency aid for its 16,000
international students, many of whom have lost their part-time jobs and have no way to support themselves in Australia

•

ABC News reported excluding international students and migrant workers from emergency economic measures in the wake of the
coronavirus pandemic could lead to unintended economic consequences, migration experts have warned. There are concerns

that Australia's lacklustre response to international students' needs could push them away and deal a blow to Australia’s thirdlargest export sector
•

Yahoo Finance reported with international students bundled back home to continue classes online, the English-speaking
countries hitherto dominant in global higher education are realising what they risk losing. Politicians have persistently failed to
speak up for international students during wider debates about immigration

•

MacroBusiness reported Melbourne City Council has pledged to use ratepayers money to provide financial support to
international students

•

SBS News reported Australia's High Commissioner to India Barry O'Farrell says Indian students in Australia will be "protected and
kept safe" throughout the course of the coronavirus crisis

Media Monitoring
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Global
sentiment
tracking
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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA REPORT

•
•
•
•
•

Report is on keywords representing: “International Education”
This report tracks only the English sentiment within Australia
Reporting period is 6 April 2020 – 12 April 2020
All reporting is listening to English language only
The following channels are being listened to:
- Twitter
- Reddit
On Facebook:
- Review
• There are new API restrictions that prevent the level of
- Tumblr
Facebook listening previously available
- YouTube
• In Facebook, all public pages can be tracked but have to be
- News
authenticated individually as a channel in our social listening
- Forums
platform, this is in progress
- Blogs
• It is not possible to pull private information and Facebook
does not provide location data on posts

Global Sentiment Tracking
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REPORT SUMMARY
Positive sentiment
•

Queensland Premier, Annastacia Palaszczuk’s announcement that schools will remain open in Term 2 for the children of essential
workers has driven alot of the neutral and positive sentiment. This is mainly due to other measures announced such as the
organising of SIM cards to be sent to students without internet access and embracing remote learning for Term 2

Negative sentiment

•

Education Minister, Dan Tehan’s COVID-19 relief package announcement has seen mixed sentiment reaction. The positive
reactions stem from appreciation that the government has stepped in to assist. The negative sentiment has been more diverse
and has come from various commentators suggesting it’s a good first step but not enough. For example, Universities Australia
Chair Deborah Terry has suggested 21,000 jobs will still be lost if more measures don’t follow

•

There is still a lot of negative sentiment being driven through stories of international students struggling and Scott Morrison’s
perceived lack of care for this group of visa holders. This is mostly happening through Twitter. One tweet showed more than 200
students lining up at a food shelter in Southbank, Victoria over Easter

Global Sentiment Tracking
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KEY INSIGHTS

Sentiment

Mentions over time by day

Trending topics
1. Children of essential workers | 2. Cruise ship | 3. Regulatory fee relief
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KEY INSIGHTS
Trending topics

Word cloud

Global Sentiment Tracking
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Recommendations
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Continue to deliver value with relevant, information-based tiles for partners to
on share. Similarly to the ‘drag and drop’ toolkit, email delivery improved
uptake of assets
2. As #InThisToegther continues to grow, focus on engagement with institutions –
expanding from state and territory partners and more video content

3. Continue to proactively promote the Resource Hub and accept new content
and content partnerships to improve content resources
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